6 Tips for a Budget Trip to Spiti Valley

1. Travel in shoulder season – May or September / October

You can choose to travel in the shoulder months like May when the season is about to start or September / October when the season to travel Spiti Valley is about to end. It gives you a chance to learn to take better farming, better time at hotels and train, and fewer tourists.

2. Travel in the groups of 3-5 members

When you travel in a group of 3-5 people, you get additional cost-saving benefits. Off-season rates, better deals, hotel rates, and various services are some of the advantages. In addition, you can share the cost of the trip to an even higher extent, which is great for a budget travel experience.

3. Make on the spot bookings for stay & transport

In a place like Spiti Valley, it is very easy to book a place on the spot such as a homestay or small guest house. It not only saves money but also helps the local economy and adds flexibility to your itinerary. You have fewer ‘frightening’ facts in the golden Valley.

4. Be wise in choosing accommodation & where it is located

A homestay with delicious, comfortable beds, accessibility, and a clean toilets should be what you should look for on your visit. Sometimes the establishment of such small homestays or guest houses is that they may not always be available on your request. It will be prepared when food is being prepared for the homestay.

5. Be wise what and where you eat or drink

Eating at the local street food or tea shops is a local. Street food cooks are going to give you much more money than eating at the hotel or fancy restaurants. Try some local food at home stops and check your unnecessary spending.

6. Pay for Individual Meals?

Well, eating as a group of friends sometimes can add to eating the cost. It is also common to pay for table individual and there is nothing wrong at all in it, especially when traveling with strangers. It gives you good control over your food expenses. It could save about 10-12% in your food expenses or help someone in your group save it.

Himalayan Travel Tips
- Never step off
- Never step in
- Never step forward
- Never step back
- Never step empty
- Never step beyond

#SaveOurHimalaya
- Save Trees, Save Water
- Save Hills, Save Rivers
- Bring Your Own Towel
- Avoid Plastic Water Bottles